Cross swtions for threshold electron scattering from the proton have been measured in the missing-mass squared region M2 < W2 < 2 (GeV) 2 and the four-momentum transfer squared region 6< Q2 <30 (GeV/c)2. Scaling of the extracted values of the structure function F2 = VW2 is examined in the variables z,~, and W2. The best scaling is found for the quantity Q6F2, which is found to be linearly proportional to (W2 -W~~), where~th = M + Mm.
.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inelastic electron scattering from a nucleon at large four-momentum transfer squared Q2 has been successfully used to study the longitudinal quark momentum distributions. The deep inelastic structure functions F2(z, Q2) = VW2(Z, Q2) and F1 (Z, Q2 ) = MW1 (Z, Q2) become approximately independent of Q2 at fixed x, in a phenomenon known as scaling, for Q2 >2 (GeV/c)2 and W2 >4 (GeV)2.
The x variable is a memure of the longitudinal momentum carried by the struck partons, and is cinematically defined as x = Q2/2Mv, where M is the nucleon mass, v = E -E' is the energy transferred by an electron of initial energy E and final energy E', and Q2 is related to the electron scattering angle O through the relation Q 2 = 4EE' sin2(0/2). The mms of the final state squared is given by W2 = M2 + 2Mu -Q2. Logarithmic scaling violations are well-described by perturbative QCD (pQCD), while at low Q2 corrections proportional to l/Q2 are needed to account for target-mass and higher twist effects. For W2 <4 (GeV)2, various nucleon resonances become import ant, but Bloom and Gilman [1] found that the resonance form factors averaged over a finite range in x fall at the ap--. proximately same rate as the deep inelastic structure functions.
This local duality was shown [2] to follow from pQCD, even for the nucleon elastic peak at is the pion m~s. In this paper we will examine the scaling behavior of threshold inelwtic cross sections, and propose that the most useful variable for these studies is the missing mass W2.
Most of the data comes from the analysis of an experiment [4, 5] that was primarily designed to me~ure elmtic electron scattering from the proton at very high momentum transfers, up to 31 (GeV/c)2. The next sections gives details of ..
the analysis of the inel~tic data, while Section III shows the results of the scaling studies. Conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. THE EXPERIMENT
The new data for this analysis comes from SLAC experiment E136 [4, 5] . While the primary goal of this experiment ww to memure elmtic scattering, the spectrometer bite of *4% WN large enough to accept electrons in the thrwhold inelw--.
tic region w well, with a maximum W2 of 1.5 to 2 (GeV) 2, where the maximum value increased with increming Q 2. A brief overview of the experimental apparatus is given below, followed by a description of the radiative corrections used to obtain the threshold inelastic cross sections. Additional experimental details can be found in Ref. [5] .
A. Beam and Target
The electron beam energy E ranged from 5 to 21. . . preradiator and a 16.8 r.1. total absorber. These detectors together provided a pion rejection power of about 1:10,000, more than adequate to essentially eliminate all pions from the elastic spectra.
Ten planes of multi-wire proportional chambers were used to measure particle track coordinates with an efficiency of 99.970.
C. Threshold Inelastic Spectra
Spectra at each kinematic point were obtained as a function of W2 at fixed Oby dividing th~memured counts by the acceptance and correcting for the cross-section variation within the small +8 mr 60 range of the spectrometer. The kinematics were fairly well-defined for each point, since the overall uncertainties in E, E', and O were O.1%, O.1%, and O.O1°respectively. Small corrections to the nominal beam energy were made to center the elastic peaks at W2 = M2, after accounting for the shift in the peak position expected from radiative corrections. The raw spectra are shown in Fig. 20 of Ref. [5] . The final experimental cross sections were obtained by applying corrections for radiative processes, using the peaking approximatioñ o~mulas of Tsai [6] ,-with improvements [7] to account for p,~, and quark vacuum .
loops, higher order terms in the fine-structure constant a, and radiation from quarks. Another important improvement w= the inclusion of the Q2 dependence of the elastic cross section [8] . The peaking approximation is expected to be valid at the 170 to 2% level in our kinematic region, so the full formulas which integrate over all emitted photon angles were not used. The contribution from the elastic tail was 100% exactly at threshold (by definition), decreming to typically 20%
at W2 = 1.5 (GeV)2 and 10% at W2 = 2 (GeV)2. For the inelastic radiative corrections, several iterations were made over the input model cross sections until remonable convergence was achieved. The final model used was given by which is essentially zero for most of our high Q2 data, is in reasonable agreement with the limited which was used data available near z = 1 [9] . The use of a constant value R = 0.18, in previous experiments [10] , is now considered unreasonable because it does not go to zero at high Q2. If we were to make this resumption, the =ffect would be largest at the highest Q2, reducing the values of VW2 by 10%. In all .
cases, the effect is much smaller than the statistical errors. The final cross section
and extracted values of F2 are listed in Table I .
III. SCALING AND THE ELASTIC-INELASTIC CONNECTION
There are several ways to look for patterns in the measured structure functions.
In the simple parton model picture, the structure functions should depend on only x = Q2/2~~, which, in this picture, is the fractional longitudinal momentum of the struck parton. pQCD can then be used to describe the logarithmic evolution with Q2. Related scaling variables, such w x' and~, have been used in the past to effectively account for corrections such as finite target mass effects, dynamic higher . . twist, and the coherent resonances.
We will consider the x,~, and W2 variables in 'the 'following sections.
A. x scaling
In the parton model [3], it is expected that F2 should behave M (1 -X)3 at high Z, since there are two spectator quarks. This model is closely related to the form factor scaling model, which successfully predicts [4] that GMP should fall as .
(1/Q2)2, again under the assumption that the principal interaction takes place wit h a single high x valence quark, with two hard gluon exchanges taking place to keep the nucleon bound. In light-cone QCD perturbation theory [11, 12] , there are several corrections to the simple (1 -X)3 form. The first is a factor of~~(k~), where \kz 12w 0(M2 /( 1 -x)). Including the wave function anomalous dimension introduces a logarithmic dependence on kz, and including gluon radiation introduces a Q2 evolution function P(x, Q2). For x near 1, P(x7 Q2) is expected [11] to have a form (1 -x)Af, where A( depends on log[log(Q2)], and varies from about '0~6 to 0.8 for Q2 frpm 6 to 30 (GeV/c)2. Thus the leading-twist prediction from perturbative QCD would be an z-dependence of approximately (1 -Z)37 in our Q2 region, with an overall magnitude that changes only as log(Q2). However, since at x near 1 we are in a coherent region where the quarks are forced to be nearly colinear, higher twist contributions are likely to be as large at fixed W2 as leading twist contributions. According to [11] , the higher twist contributions should have about the same Q2 evolution as the leading twist (LT) contribution, and should
give corrections oft he form
where p2~0(M2) is set by the wave function scale, and A and B are dimensionless -parameters.
These higher-twist terms could then cause a substantial falloff of F2
with increasing Q2 at fixed x.
As can be seen from the data plotted in Fig. 3 , there does seem to be fairly good scaling in x, with a tendency for F2 to decrease with increasing Q2 at fixed Z, as expected from higher-twist and Q2 evolution effects. In addition to the data from the present experiment, we have included three high-statistics spectra from a previous SLAC experiment [13] at mean Q2 values of 5.9, 7.9, and 9.8 (GeV/c)2.
Note that an error was recently discovered in the sign of the corrections to the beam energies in Table 1 of Ref. [13] . After subtracting 6 MeV to obtain the average energy at the center of the target, the corrected energies are 9.766, 12.601, 15.742, The deviation near z = 0.9 is from the A( 1232) resonance.
As has been welldocumented [14] , mainly based on the data of [13] , the A( 1234) resonance form factor is unusual in that it falls faster with Q2 (going w Q-6) than the elastic channel or the prominent resonances at higher W2 (which fall w Q-4). Since the A has virtually disappeared into the background for Q2 = 8 (GeV/c)2 and above, and there are no other prominent resonances below W2 = 2 (GeV)2, it is not too surprising that the remaining spectra in Fig. 3 show a smooth behavior with x.
Another obvious deviation from the scaling at low Q2 is caused by the threshjd effect. Since the threshold goes as
and since by definition F2 = Oabove xth, scaling must break down in this kinematic region. This "is most apparent in the Q2 = 5.9 (GeV/c)2 spectrum. Interestingly, at higher Q2, this threshold effect is small enough to not be observable within the rather large statistics of our data. One way to get around the threshold problem is to plot the dita m a function of~th -x. However, when we did this, we found much worse scaling than from simply plotting the data versus x (a factor a five spread in the data instead of a factor of two).
As suggested in a recent paper [15] , it is of interest to compare the magnitude of data to some of the commonly used parametrizations.
In the quark-parton rnbdel, F2 is related~o the quark distribution functions by
where UV(z) and dv (z)' are the up-and down-quark valence distributions respectively, and we have neglected sea quark distributions since we are only interested in the region near x = 1. Also, the ratio~(z)/uV(x) is known to be small [10] at high x, and considering the factor of 4 multiplying UV(Z) (due to the quark charge squared), to a good approximation F2 = x$ UV(x). One commonly used parametrization [16] is given by UV(X) = 0.73 xo36(l -X)3.7(1 + 11.86x).
This is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 3 , and although it has about the correct shape, it lies about a factor of five below the data. Another recent fit [17] has UV(X) = 2.40x060(l -X14)31. As can .
. it lies about a factor of two below the data, be seen from the dotted curve, alt bough again with about the right x-dependence. Since these fits are essentially extrapolations of lower x data (the-only available data for x >0.85 is in the resonance region, and hence was not . included in the fits), it is not surprising that the magnitude of these fits is in disagreement wit h lations could be the data. The observation that the data lies above these extrapoanother indication oft he import ante of higher twist cent ribut ions.
B. f scaling
-It has been common to use the Nachtmann [18] variable .
2x
(3.3)
instead of x because it is expected to approximately account for target m~s effects, and seems to give better scaling than x in the resonance region. However, plotting F2(z, Q2) as a function of< results in very poor scaling when only data close to threshold is considered, because the ;ffect than if x is used. -As shown in kinematic threshold shift is a much bigger if the data is instead plotted as a function of (( -(maX), where~maXis obtained by using z = 1 in Eq. (3.3). Scaling in the threshold region (~-~mu > -0.05 is almost as good as was obtained using x a the scaling variable, but a larger spread is seen at lower~. It is hard to know what conclusion to draw from this. Assuming that it is indeed valid to replace~with ($ -~~m) m a scaling variable, it could be that the somewhat worse scaling compared to using x is simply better evidence of coherence and higher twist effects, which would explain the clear trend of the data to decre~e with incre~ing Q2 at fixed (( -fmaX).
C. Scaling of Q6F2 versus W2
The easiest and most appealing way to avoid the problem of the threshold for inel~tic scattering changing with Q2 is to use the variable W2, rather than x or f.
In this variable, the threshold is always fixed at W$h = (M+MT)2 % 1.16 (GeV/c)2, and the position of the various resonances is also held fixed. As illustrated in While this Q6F2 scaling must begin to break down at W2 >4 (GeV)2, since F2 becomes more-or-less independent of Q2 in the deep-inelmtic region, the question remains as to why it seems to work so well near threshold. One way to examine this is the connection with the expected power law dependence in (1 -z) discussed above in Section 111. A. If we take just a leading twist (1 -Z)3 behavior and rewrite
the observed Q-6 behavior can readily be understood. Thus the observed Q2-independence of Q6F2( W2, Q2) at fixed W2 can be explained in terms of the expected scaling of W2/G~P from the correspondence argument.
IV. SUMMARY
We have analyzed data for threshold inelastic scattering from the proton, pro%iding a significant jncr~ase in the statistical precision available at very high Q2. 
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